
WELCOME to our weekly pub-

l ic open evenings for the

201 8/1 9 season. Each night there

wil l be a half-hour talk which begins

promptly at 7.1 5pm. Please note

that the talk wil l be recorded and

archived for onl ine streaming.

The talk is fol lowed by an oppor-

tunity to observe if (and only if! ) the

weather is clear. The IoA’s historical

Northumberland and Thorrowgood

telescopes, along with our modern

1 6-inch telescope, wil l be open for

observations. In addition, the

Cambridge Astronomical Associ-

ation wil l provide a floorshow out-

doors on the Observatory lawns,

relaying l ive images from their tele-

scopes and providing a comment-

ary. I f we’re unlucky and it’s cloudy,

we’l l offer you a concil iatory cup of

tea after the talk (with perhaps some

more astro-information in the lecture

theatre for those who want to stay

on).

I f you have any questions,

suggestions or comments about the

IoA Open Evenings please contact

Matt Bothwell at

bothwell@ast.cam.ac.uk.

Our weekly welcome

TONIGHT'S SPEAKER

Zephyr Peynore

Why I haven't been to
space
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Spectacular storms batter the
outer planets

Mysterious storms have engulfed

Uranus and Neptune, as seen by

the Hubble Space Telescope.

NASA uses the Hubble Space

Telescope to carry out an annual

'check up' of the outer planets.

This is, in part, to monitor the

progress of their seasons (which

can last decades on the outermost

two planets), which astronomers

hope wil l al low us to better

understand the behaviour of gas

giant planets.

Uranus's North Pole has been

total ly enveloped in a white stormy

'cap', while Neptune has

developed a dark vortex

measuring around 6,800 miles

across. Astronomers sti l l don't

understand how these storms

form, but it is thought that they

originate deep within the planets'

atmospheres, before moving

upwards and becoming visible on

the surface.

“I t’s unclear how these storms

form. But l ike Jupiter’s Great Red

Spot, the dark vortices swirl in an

anti-cyclonic direction and seem to

dredge up material from deeper

levels in the ice giant’s

atmosphere,” said a NASA

spokesperson.

The storms on Uranus may well be

a feature of the icy planet's

strange rotation. Unique in the

Solar System, Uranus is tipped

onto its side (with the North Pole

facing the Sun). As Uranus hits

midsummer, the pole is in

permanent sunl ight, and the

atmospheric flows can cause

strange weather patterns.

“These observations are helping

us to understand the frequency of

storms, as well as their longevity, ”

said Amy Simon, a scientist at

NASA’s Goddard Space Flight

Center. “That’s important because

these planets are quite far from

the sun, so this wil l help constrain

how they are forming and more

about the internal heat and

structure of these planets. Most of

the extrasolar planets that have

been found are this size of planet,

though at al l sorts of distances

from their parent stars.”

Storms on Uranus (left) and Neptune (right). Credit: NASA
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NASA is making plans to send

humans back to the Moon. But this

time, they may be going to stay.

I t's 50 years since Apollo 11 first

landed on the Moon -- and 46

years since the final Apollo lunar

landing (Apollo 1 7 in 1 972). Now

the agency aims to get humans to

build a permanent Lunar base.

“As a lifelong NASA supporter, I

am thri l led to be talking once again

about landing humans on the

moon,” writes the space agency’s

administrator, J im Bridenstine. “But

to some, saying we’re returning to

the moon implies we’l l be doing the

same as we did 50 years ago. I

want to be clear — that is not our

vision. We are going to the moon

with innovative new technologies

and systems to explore more

locations across the surface than

we ever thought possible. This

time, when we go to the moon, we

wil l stay.”

NASA is looking to partner with

private industry to develop a

"Human Landing System", and get

people to the Moon within the next

decade, with uncrewed demo

missions happening as early as

2024.

There is a broad consensus

among the community that the

time is ripe for Lunar exploration to

begin again. And with China

landing on the Moon back in

December 201 8, a new space race

might just be upon us.

What do you call an overweight
ET ? An extra cholesterol !

Joke of the Week

Quasars -- bright, supermassive

black holes lurking in the centre of

distant galaxies -- are some of the

most massive and extreme objects

in the Universe. Shining l ike

beacons, they are visible out to

distances of bil l ions of l ight years,

and represent the most violently

energetic objects in the Universe.

Due to their brightness, they

make ideal probes of the distant

Universe -- particularly an early

era known as the "epoch of

reionisation". This occurred when

the Universe was less than a

bil l ion years old, and was marked

by the formation of the first stars

and galaxies. No wonder

astronomers are keen to better

understand this period.

Now astronomers might be able

to access many more quasars,

which promises to teach us more

about the epoch of reionisation. A

team led by Fabio Pacucci (Yale

University) has published a new

paper arguing that most distant

quasars are being missed by

current surveys.

The issue is that many distant

quasars are magnified by so-

cal led `gravitational lensing',

where the gravitational pul l of a

massive nearby galaxy magnifies

the l ight from a distant quasar. For

this to work, the quasar and the

nearby galaxy have to be close to

each other on the sky -- which

means that they appear 'blended'

to current surveys.

Pacucci and the team suggest

that by better studying the colours

of quasars, astronomers might be

able to separate out the object of

interest (the quasar) from the

foreground galaxy.

I f the team's calculations are

correct, then there could be a rich

bounty of undetected quasars, just

waiting to be spotted.

NASA aims to go back to the Moon --
permanently

The Earth from the

Moon, taken by the

Apollo 11 crew. Credit:

NASA/JSC

Distant quasars might be hiding

behind nearby galaxies




